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Abstract: The increasing penetration of Photovoltaic (PV) generation results in challenges regarding
network operation, management and planning. Correspondingly, Distribution Network Operators
(DNOs) are in the need of totally new understanding. The establishment of comprehensive standards
for maximum PV integration into the network, without adversely impacting the normal operating
conditions, is also needed. This review article provides an extensive review of the Hosting Capacity
(HC) definitions based on different references and estimated HC with actual figures in different
geographical areas and network conditions. Moreover, a comprehensive review of limiting factors
and improvement methods for HC is presented along with voltage rise limits of different countries
under PV integration. Peak load is the major reference used for HC definition and the prime
limiting constraint for PV HC is the voltage violations. However, the varying definitions in different
references lead to the conclusion that, neither the reference values nor the limiting factors are unique
values and HC can alter depending on the reference, network conditions, topology, location, and PV
deployment scenario.
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1. Introduction

European Energy Regulators and network operators characterized the hosting capacity (HC) as a
quantification means of the future energy network performance [1]. The photovoltaic (PV) generation
as the mature and economical option among other Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is continually
gaining importance [2]. Although the PV market is policy-driven, the penetration of PVs is continuously
increasing. The Low Voltage (LV) networks have been facing operational issues such as overvoltage
and unbalance due to increased rooftop solar PV integration. Thus, the thorough understanding of
maximum PV penetration without exceeding any operational and performance constraints referred to
as PV HC becomes indispensable [3].

The HC value is directly proportional to the risk that the network operators and customers want
to take. HC is, therefore, not a unique value and it greatly depends on the appropriate selection of the
performance indices and their limits [4]. HC dependence on PV deployment and size is investigated
in [5] by the comparison of two feeders of the same voltage level (15 kV) and serving 8 MW and 6 MW
of total load with one feeder as the stiffer one with higher power transfer capability. The authors
noticed that the large-scale (MW) PV deployment results in a higher value of most conservative
minimum HC of 69% of peak load (8 MW) as compared to 63% in small-scale (residential/commercial)
deployment. The PV deployment as small-scale and large-scale is described as the random placement
of PV at the customers’ premises and interconnection behind the step-up transformers at primary nodes,
respectively. The former considered the customer’s peak load for sizing PV and the latter assumed
500 kW increments in PV sizing. The major portion of the PV capacity is integrated into LV networks and
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the large-scale PV deployment is limited dominantly by voltage quality problems among others such
as unbalance, flicker, harmonics, and ampacity. The authors in [6] similarly corroborated the fact that
the LV system is capable of higher relative penetration level as compared to the Medium Voltage (MV)
system but this figure can be limited by the MV network voltage issues. The voltage violations as the
main limiting factor for HC has been discussed by the authors of [7–11] Similarly, [3,8,12–15] included
ampacity as the limiting factor in addition to voltage violation. The overvoltage has been noticed as the
main limiting factor in predominantly rural regions as compared to the ampacity as the most common
limiting factor in predominantly urban and suburban regions, respectively [16]. However, the most
important and ubiquitous problem concerning voltage volatility is the voltage rise at the end and
middle of the feeder due to reverse power flow at high penetration levels [17]. A range of HC values has
been investigated by the authors of [11] taking the IEEE 123-bus system as the test network and network
overvoltage as the main limiting factor as per ANSI C84.1. The long span and higher impedance
values of rural feeders result in more voltage rise issues. The length and impedance of feeders, as well
as transformer impedance, are instrumental in voltage rise determination with a penetration level
of up to 75% of LV transformer capacity as discussed in [18]. Flicker and harmonics as the limiting
constraints are discussed only rarely by [19–22] and [23–25], respectively. Voltage fluctuation in the
lower frequency range (0.05–40/s) that originates from the stations equipped with renewable energy
generations and propagate into the distribution lines is called flicker [26] whereas harmonics arise
from the non-linearity of the loads and inclusion of Power Electronic devices [25].

The voltage control methods can increase the HC but at the expense of some undesirable operations
such as increased switching operations and excessive reactive power demand from the substation.
The legacy devices for feeder voltage control include Capacitor Banks, Voltage Regulators and On
Load Tap Changers (OLTCs), and voltage violations can occur for a short time due to time-delayed
response of legacy devices [27]. Therefore, the application of advanced voltage control methods
is crucial for accommodating the ever-increasing penetration of PV Distributed Generation (DG)
and achieving relatively fast response time as compared to legacy devices. The authors of [28–31]
considered OLTC as a means to increase HC by voltage regulation. PV inverters and battery storages
are good alternatives to voltage regulators due to the slow response time of the latter. The OLTC
operation integrated with capacitors can increase hosting capacity with only minor operational changes
and without prominent additional grid investment costs [32]. The main motivation for using OLTC
in [28] is the voltage violation as the limiting factor for the rural and suburban networks thus making
OLTC the appropriate option. Moreover, Demand Response (DR) and Battery Energy Storage System
(BESS) for HC increase are discussed in [33,34] and [35–37], respectively. The DR programs enabled
through two-way communication between the utility and end-user can be proved instrumental in
improving the voltage quality and thus increase the PV HC. The BESS has been found an efficient
way of controlling active power and decreasing the reverse power to improve hosting capacity [36].
Similarly, inverter oversizing for achieving the full potential of PV systems as an active and reactive
power source by assigning a certain percentage of PV capacity to support reactive power all time is
discussed in [17,38–40]. Dynamic loading of components for HC improvement is analyzed in [21,41–43]
and the authors of [43] found the dynamic loading of Transformer (TF) as an effective approach for
reducing the energy loss due to Active Power Curtailment (APC). The dynamic loading of components
alleviates the voltage stability issues resulting from cloud movements especially in case of small
geographical areas that are otherwise not handled by static load modeling [41]. Moreover, some HC
increasing methods employ ancillary devices for voltage regulation such as inverter PF control [3,44],
Smart Inverters [2,45,46], Static Compensators [47,48] and Secondary VAr Controllers (SVCs) [10].

The concept of an energy management and consumption system has been established in [49,50]
where the authors addressed and employed the concept of prosumer as the active energy users taking
part in DR programs through the deployment of RES especially the PVs. A control approach based on
short-term forecasting has been proposed in [49] and the authors emphasized that the consideration of
deterministic generation and load profiles can be misleading and may not be realistic. Thus, an accurate
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estimation and forecasting of underlying uncertainties was considered as an instrumental aspect of
this work. The DR programs can be benefitted from such forecasting methods along with an added
advantage of an increase in PV HC. Moreover, such forecasting is proposed to reduce the system
complexity and computational exertions. To begin with, the HC definitions depending on different
references are presented in Section 3, followed by the limiting factors and maximum voltage rise
standards due to PV penetration for different countries in Section 4. Subsequently, Section 5 presents
the estimated HC of different network conditions and geographical areas without any mitigation
means leading to the HC improvement methods presented in Section 6.

2. Materials and Methods

This review article summarizes HC reference values, limiting factors and corresponding standards
across different countries. Actual statistics of the estimated HC values and the real figures for
the HC increase by employing different methods are also given. There are extensive reviews on
HC improvement methods and modern emerging methods involving VAR support [51]; however,
this review article also entails less investigated means such as inverter oversizing, dynamic loading of
components, and Power Quality (PQ) compensation for HC improvement. Initially, 120 publications
from the Scopus database were chosen using keywords PV Hosting Capacity, Photovoltaic Hosting
Capacity and Hosting Capacity of Distribution Networks extending the research during the subsequent
stages for more targeted search employing IEEE Xplore database as well. However, Scopus remained
the primary database employed with the time span of the research publications starting from 2013
until now.

3. Hosting Capacity Definitions

The maximum PV penetration limit depends on various factors such as PV connection: single or
three-phase, irradiance level, network layout and topology, and load type among many others.
Estimated HC can vary from 2.5% to 110% in case of concentrated and distributed PV distribution,
respectively [6]. The authors of [52] discussed the locational dependence of PV HC and noticed that
dispersed PV installation results in a 19% and 20% increase in HC as compared to single PV installation.
The location of PV installation was found to strongly impact the HC in [53].

The HC can be defined in several ways as the ratio of customers equipped with DG, or the rated
power from PV as the proportion of the entire load connected or transformer rating, or the present
peak demand of the feeder. This section presents varying definitions of HC as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. HC definitions based on various references adopted for defining HC.

Reference HC Definition

Peak Load The ratio of the maximum capacity of the PV
installation to the peak load of the feeder.

TF Rating The ratio of total PV production to the transformer’s
rated capacity.

Customer PVs The ratio of houses equipped with PVs to the total
number of houses in the area under study.

Active Power The ratio of PV output to the active power of the load.

Roof-space PVs
The roof space of the feeder-connected houses that
potentially enable the connection and installation of
solar PV panels.

Energy Consumption The ratio of total yearly energy generated by the PV
systems to the overall energy consumption.
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Peak load has been found as the most widely used HC reference followed by distribution
transformer (TF) Rating and the share of customers equipped with PV, referred to as Customer PVs,
as shown in Figure 1.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 34 
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Figure 1. A statistical summary of different reference values used for the photovoltaic (PV) hosting
capacity (HC) definitions showing the peak load as the most widely employed HC reference in literature.

3.1. Peak Load

The authors of [3,5,9,10,14,24,44,48,54–64] defined PV HC with reference to the peak load of the
feeder as the ratio of the maximum capacity of the PV installation to the maximum load of the feeder.
In [65], the authors investigated the HC of a rural European three-phase balanced system for two
types of simulations that is one-time slot simulation and time series simulation and an estimated
HC of 86% of peak load has been observed. Additionally, the HC based on the peak load of a real
USA feeder is found to be 35% [7] and 86% HC value is noticed for an 11.4 kV MV distribution
feeder in Taiwan [2]. The HC is defined similarly in [45] and the Volt-VAR control (VVC) method
employing Smart Inverters is found to be most effective as compared to Volt-Watt control (VWC) for
HC improvement. The authors of [28] used the same approach and noticed that HC of balanced PV
feed-in is higher than the unbalanced PV feed-in. HC values of 5% to 50% of peak load have been
found reasonable to be integrated into the grid in [66]. The research findings of [9] highlighted that the
Intelligent approach (73% HC) is more conservative and accurate than the random selection approach
(81% HC) for HC assessment of a residential distribution feeder with maximum unbalanced loading of
1477 kW. The PV penetration values with reference to maximum load and minimum load are analyzed
as 142% and 400%, respectively, in [17]. The authors used a similar definition in [5] by investigating
the HC dependence on PV deployment and found the conservative minimum HC of a feeder for small
scale and large-scale PV deployment to be 63% and 69% of peak load, respectively.

Similarly, the authors of [27] investigated EPRI’s 34.5-kV test circuit for the HC analysis with respect
to rated load demand. The penetration level is defined using local load reference as PPV/PLocal Load

in [67]. The voltage profiles and power flow are well accounted for by defining the HC using peak
load as a reference [6]; however, in [68], EPRI discussed that peak load for HC definition should be
reconsidered because of a low correlation between both of them. Moreover, it is shown in [69] that HC
value can vary between 10% and 100% of peak load under different network conditions, and thus peak
load lacks the validity as a standard for HC definition. The problem of peak load as reference is that
frequent load variations would result in inconsistent HC values [70].
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3.2. Transformer Rating

HC can alternatively be defined with reference to the feeding transformer’s capacity. Here HC is
defined as the ratio of total PV production to the transformer rated capacity in [6,8,13,16,34,39,46,70–73].
HC analysis of a radial LV network in Brazil ended up in a maximum penetration level of 38.2% of
transformer capacity in [8]. The HC is more pronounced in the LV systems with more midday loading
as per the findings of this study. Moreover, the HC values of a three-phase four-wire unbalanced LV
network in Perth, Australia, and radial test feeder in Switzerland was found to be as 63.81 kW (31.9%)
and 43 kVA in [39] and [46], respectively. The researchers in [46] investigated the application of the
user-defined control and application of the Smart Inverter control for the increase in HC and concluded
that the appropriate adjustment of inverter control parameters results in larger HC improvement as
compared to fixed parameters. A rural small farm that experiences large variations in local demand
from zero to its rated value is analyzed for HC value with reference to the transformer rating in [13].
Defining the HC based on TF rating can be attributed to the fact of large load changes in this network.

3.3. Customers Equipped with PVs

Alternatively, HC definition based on Customers equipped with PV is defined as the ratio
of houses equipped with PVs to the total number of houses in the particular area under study
in [23,30,31,37,74–79]. The HC of a LV UK network and residential radial network in Belgium is found
to be 30% and 50% in [76] and [37], respectively. Moreover, the estimated HC values of a UK network
with reference to Customer PV are recorded as 30%, 200%, 150%, 30% (summer), considering the
limiting factors of reverse power flow, voltage rise, cable loading, and system losses, respectively,
in [23]. The authors conducted detailed sensitivity analysis due to the dependence of PV HC on feeder
characteristics in [74]. Moreover, HC is defined similarly in [75] while analyzing an underground LV
residential network with single-phase customers and the PV panels having a common irradiance profile
due to a small geographical area. Defining PV penetration with the reference of customers equipped
with PV is a very intuitive approach in the UK context due to single-phase customer connections to the
feeder with an adopted capacity of most installations at around 3 kWp–4 kWp. However, this approach
of defining PV needs adequate care in the conditions where the households can have different capacities
and two or three-phase PV connections [76].

3.4. Energy Consumption, Roof-Space, Active Power

In terms of energy consumption, the HC can be defined as the ratio of total yearly energy generated
by the PV system to the overall energy consumption [36,43,47,80]. The estimated HC of a German
distribution grid is 88% with reference to annual energy consumption as reported in [47] and the
authors discussed the conservative dynamic voltage fluctuations as per EN-50160 standard. In [43],
the research findings of PV HC are noticed as 43% of 2.95 GWh of an Urban LV network considering
very well-suited rooftops for PV penetration for HC analysis. The research conducted in [80] defines
the HC of an IEEE 18-bus system similarly while considering the voltage limits and meeting the
IEEE-519 standards for harmonic distortions and 88% HC has been estimated considering current and
voltage as limiting factors in [36].

Furthermore, the PV HC, using roof space as a reference, is defined as the roof space of the
feeder-connected houses that potentially enable the connection and installation of solar PV panels
in [81]. However, the HC based on energy consumption, roof space PVs, and customer PVs do not
provide any further information about the exclusive electrical parameters indispensable for DNOs for
planning approaches. The HC based on actual active power of the load as the ratio of PV output to the
active power of the load is defined in [41,82], and with reference to total generation capacity in [83].
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4. Limiting Factors

The Power Quality standards and the feeder’s constraints in terms of thermal limits are the major
deciding factors for the determination of maximum permissible PV penetration in LV networks [46].
Different Power Quality limiting factors result in different HC values and thus it is not a single value.
In [72], the reverse power flow limits the HC value of the network to 75% and the maximum feeder
voltage (1.06 Per Unit (p.u.)) limits the HC to 50%. Generally, HC is limited by voltage violations,
voltage unbalance, ampacity, harmonics, and flicker [12,19,25,28]. However, some of the authors also
considered element fault current complying with the rating of protection devices [46], reverse power
flow [66], network losses [23,30], and utilization level [78] as the limiting factors. The excessive PV
penetration beyond the defined performance indices can cause detrimental impacts on the distribution
network and thus the standardization becomes vital for accurate determination of HC. Therefore,
the HC value is greatly dependent on the limiting factors, either depending on Power Quality indices
(over/under voltage) or customer service provisions [1]. This section provides a comprehensive
overview of the limiting factors and the limiting range defined by authors. The literature review
presents the voltage violations as the most ubiquitously employed limiting factor followed by ampacity
and unbalance as shown in Figure 2a. The harmonics and flicker are reported as limiting factors in
some studies; however, the harmonic as limiting factor outscore the flicker violations.
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4.1. Voltage Level

The excessive PV penetration in the distribution network leads to the issue of reverse power flow
consequently resulting in voltage rise. This section presents a comprehensive review of voltage violation
limits used by authors for the assessment of permissible HC. There are five widely utilized voltage
standards; European Standard EN-50160 (±10% of nominal voltage (Un)) [28], a more restrictive German
Standard VDE-AR-N 4105 (+3% of Un) [15], American Standard ANSI C84.1(±5% Un) [14], Australian
Standard (−6/+10% Un) [84] and Canadian Standards Association (CSA) (±6% Un) [85]. This section is
concentrated solely on the voltage violations taken as the main limiting factor by the authors and the
limits defined as per standards. The HC research conducted in [7,9–11], [41,45,48,53,54,56,66,67,86,87]
defined the voltage violation limits complying with ANSI standard. The ANSI limits defined for
overvoltage violation, voltage deviation and voltage unbalance are 0.95 p.u.–1.05 p.u., 0.03 p.u. and
0.03 p.u., respectively [86]. Similarly, voltage violations of real USA feeder [7] have been limited by
ANSI C84.1 (±5% Un) with an overvoltage limit of 1.05 p.u. The authors are more concerned about
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steady-state voltage violations as per ANSI C84.1 2011 standard such as overvoltage, voltage deviation,
and reverse power flow in [66].

Apart from other voltage quality constraints such as voltage deviation and voltage unbalance,
the authors of [9,11,56,67,87] considered only the overvoltage as the main limiting factor with the
maximum value of 1.05 p.u. (105%). Similarly, an IEEE 123-node 4.16 kV distribution feeder having
single-phase and three-phase circuits has been investigated for HC determination in [87] and the
network is restricted by an overvoltage limit of 1.05 p.u. The research results show that distributed
PV installation increases HC as compared to concentrated confirming the claims of [52] as higher HC
for dispersed PV installations. The voltage rise issues due to PV penetration have been addressed
in [67] with an integrated control strategy of energy storage systems with OLTC and step voltage
regulators and the authors considered voltage rise limit as the main performance criteria as per ANSI.
Moreover, the HC studies in ([45,53,54,86]) considered voltage deviation and voltage unbalance along
with overvoltage as performance criteria as per ANSI C84.1. The voltage quality criterion as the main
performance constraint is employed in [45] by investigating an IEEE 33-bus benchmark distribution
feeder. Here, the limiting factors are defined for overvoltage limit as 1.05 p.u., voltage deviation limit
as 5% Un, voltage unbalance limit as 3% Un and dynamic voltage as 4% Un as per ANSI.

The authors of ([28,30,37,60,65,83,88–90]) and ([23,75,76]) considered EN-50160(±10% Un) and
BS EN-50160 (−6/+10%Un) standard for voltage limits, respectively. The research conducted in [30]
investigated HC of Danish LV network by taking phase voltage magnitude (±10% Un), voltage
unbalance factor (2% Un), neutral potential and system losses as limiting factors complying to
EN-50160 while considering the first two criteria as the most important. Similarly, the overvoltage
criterion as the main limiting constraint with an upper limit of +10% Un(253 V, 1.1 p.u) is employed in
([60,65,83,89]). Moreover, voltage limits by investigating a typical UK LV distribution network [23]
complied with the BS EN-50160 standard. The voltage limits as per Australian standard (−6/+10% Un)
are taken into account in ([51,84,91]) in which HC has been investigated considering voltage limits as
the limiting factor complying with voltage band of 216 V–253 V. Similarly, the voltage violations as the
limiting factor are defined as 0.89 p.u.–1.1 p.u. (205 V–253 V) in [92].

The voltage standards in Canada are discussed in ([18,85]) and the voltage variation as the limiting
factor for the investigation of a Suburban residential feeder in [18] comply with CAN3–C235 for
normal operation. This voltage limit has been adopted by most of the Canadian utilities restraining
the voltages for normal operation between (0.917 p.u.–1.042 p.u.). Similarly, the HC estimation of a
three-phase unbalanced Canadian feeder in [85] has been restricted by voltage variations as ±6% of
nominal voltage as per the Canadian standard. Stochastic analysis of PV integration in 11.4 kV MV
feeder in Taiwan [2] considered feeder voltage impact as the main performance criteria with limits
of overvoltage as 1.03 p.u. and voltage deviation as 3% Un and [8] considered the overvoltage as
the main limiting constraint complying to (0.92 p.u.–1.05 p.u.). The authors of [3] defined voltage
limits complying with 95–107 V for investigating a distribution network in Japan. The voltage limits
for Japan are most severe due to the lower MV distribution network voltages than many countries.
LV network voltage problems constrained by 1.05 p.u. are defined as the main limiting constraint in
dictating the HC of MV network in [12]. Voltage rise as the conservative limit of 3% Un or 1.03 p.u.
have been taken as limiting constraint in ([15,33,39,61,79]). It is apparent in Figure 2b that 1.05 p.u.
and 1.1 p.u. voltage rise limits are the most widely adopted voltage constraints, respectively, followed
by the other two standards.

Standards of Voltage Rise Limits across Countries

Central control of voltage is particularly challenging due to location dependency and varying
local cloud cover of PVs thus making voltage as the primary constraint. Even if the PV inverter’s
employment can alleviate the voltage regulation issues locally, it results in the conflict between the
local and system-level operations [17]. Therefore, profound knowledge about the voltage rise limits
due to PV penetration is vital for standardization purposes, and this section reviews the voltage
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level standards of different countries. The widely employed voltage standard EN-50160 and a more
restrictive voltage rise standard VDE-AR-N 4105 are discussed by the authors of [93] in the context of
voltage rise standard in Germany. The Standard EN-50160 limits the permissible voltage violations
within Un ±10% for all 10 min values for 95% of the week with a nominal voltage of 230 V. However,
the voltage change due to the integrated effect of all the generators must be ≤3% at the point of common
coupling as per the more conservative standard VDE employed in Germany [93]. The voltage rise is
limited to 1.03 p.u. in the analysis of the LV grid in a suburban area in Germany [15].

Standard EN-50160 as ±10% Un is used as a benchmark for the maximum voltage rise limit due
to PV for Finland [28] and for a typical urban distribution grid in Cyprus analyzed under Monte
Carlo Simulations [88]. A three-phase Radial network in South Africa is constrained similarly by
voltage limits of ±10% of Un (230 V) in [60]. The voltage rise limit due to PV penetration in a typical
Urban network in the UK is limited by BS EN-50160 in the UK context as 253 V (−15/+10% Un) in [23].
Although, the lower limit of the UK standard is extended further to −15% Un instead of −10% Un,
the upper voltage limit still complies with the EN-50160. An Italian Urban MV radial distribution
network investigated for HC analysis limits the voltage limits as 96–110% of rated MV value as per
EN50160 ±10% Un in [21]. However, the lower voltage limit is taken −4% Un as a conservative
approach by taking into account the voltage profile of the LV level in this study.

The voltage limits of an Australian Suburban network with 35% PV HC in [71] and LV feeder in
Australia [94] are defined as 0.95 p.u.–1.06 p.u. (243 V as voltage rise) and 0.89 p.u.–1.1 p.u. (253 V as
voltage rise limit), respectively. A 1.06 p.u. voltage rise limit for Sri Lanka has been established by the
analysis of an urban network in Sri Lanka [74] and an urban Sri Lankan LV network with a natural
unbalance of 1% Voltage Unbalance Factor (VUF) [72]. The authors of [30] investigated a Danish LV
network for coordinated control of OLTC and reactive power control by PV inverters complying to the
voltage limits of ±10% Un as per European Standard EN-50160. However, the voltage rise resulting
from renewable energy integration is limited to 3–5% in LV grids as the rest is reserved for the MV grid
considering MV voltage drop [30]. Moreover, the maximum voltage rise is set as +5% of Un (230 V) in
an LV feeder in Denmark for the HC analysis in [77]. PV HC of a radial small-scale industrial network
in Qatar is limited by the voltage rise limit of ±6% of the nominal steady-state voltage in [13].

The over-voltage limit is set as 1.05 p.u. defined by ANSI C84.1–2011 as ±5% of the nominal
voltage in the USA [7,9,41] and the authors in [24] analyzed a coordinated voltage regulation strategy
considering the ANSI C84.1 for 120 V nominal voltage. The customer overvoltage limits are defined
as 1.05 p.u. in the investigation of the 25-bus test system in Quezon City, Philippines [12]. The HC
of an actual urban 20 kV distribution feeder [95] and real distribution feeder in Godean, Yogyakarta
in Indonesia [44] is limited by 1.05 p.u. as the upper voltage limit. The authors of [1] investigated
a Swedish regional distribution network that is integrated with mixed DER of wind, bioenergy,
hydropower, and solar power and defined the voltage limits as ±5% of nominal voltage. A stochastic
analysis of PV integration in 11.4 kV feeder in Taiwan, China considered the voltage rise limit as 1.03
p.u. (3% Un) in [2]. Moreover, the HC assessment of a Swiss suburban 400 V distribution grid in [33]
revealed the voltage rise limit as 3% of 230 V nominal voltage. Finally, the voltage limit of Japan
(95–107 V) is noticed to be most severe due to the lower MV distribution network voltages than many
countries in [3].

The research shows that the maximum permissible voltage rise is 1.1 p.u. in Australia, Italy,
Finland, Cyprus, South Africa, and the UK followed by 1.06 p.u. as permitted by Sri Lanka and
Qatar. The 1.05 p.u. voltage rise standard is noticed in the USA, Sweden, Denmark, the Philippines,
and Indonesia and the most restrictive voltage rise of 1.03 p.u. is practiced in Germany, Switzerland,
and China. The maximum permissible voltage rise for Japan is recorded as 107 V and the voltage rise
limits are listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 3.
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Table 2. Voltage rise standards due to PV integration of different countries as per different studies.

Voltage Rise Countries

1.1 p.u. Australia [94], Italy [21], Finland [28], Cyprus [88], South Africa [60], UK [23]
1.06 p.u. Sri Lanka ([72,74]), Qatar [13]
1.05 p.u. USA [24], Denmark [77], Sweden [1], Indonesia ([44,95]), Philippines [12]
1.03 p.u. Germany [15], China [2], Switzerland [33]

4.2. Ampacity

The current carrying capacity (ampacity) of cables and overload limits of transformers is the
second major limiting factor after the voltage violations for the maximum PV penetration as discussed
in the literature. The maximum PV HC with transformer load as reference is reported in [43] as 100% of
nominal rating, 150% of rated power in [15], and 187.5% of rated capacity in [8]. Similarly, the maximum
cable ampacity limit is defined as 150% of rated power [15] among other limits such as 75% of nominal
apparent power [96], 85% of line rating [43], 100% of nominal rating and 105% of nominal line
current [58]. This review results reveal the cable overloading limit to be more restrictive than the
transformer overloading limit as shown in Table 3. However, the unexpectedly high overloading limit
of the transformer must be carefully examined to not decrease the lifetime of the transformer. The 100%
PV HC limit defined in [43] is accompanied by certain assumptions such as: N-1 criterion is assumed
for transformer that is violated for 13.7% of the time/year and thereby overloading the transformer for
3.95% of total operating time in a year.

Table 3. A comparison of PV HC limited by overloading of transformers and cables in literature
showing cable ampacity being more conservative as compared to transformer overloading limit.

TF Overloading Limits Cable Overloading Limits

100% of nominal rating in urban, Zurich [43] 150% of rated power in suburban, Germany [15]

187.5% of rated capacity in urban, Brazil [8] 105% of nominal line current in urban, New Orleans [58]

150% of rated power in suburban, Germany [15] 100% of nominal rating in rural, Qatar [13]

100% of the nominal rating in rural, Qatar [13] 85% of line rating in urban, Zurich [43]

The overloading limit is explicitly defined as 100% of the nominal rating in [12,13,25,43,46,64,74,95]
and ampere rating of the device in [38,97]. The line loading constrained by 100% of the nominal rating
is used as a limiting factor for analyzing the 25-bus test system in [12]. Similarly, [13] considered the
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voltage limits and overloading of TF and cables as limiting factors for HC assessment of rural small
farm in Qatar with limits complying to ±6% of Un and 100% of nominal rating.

A risk-based analysis is carried out in [8] for estimating the HC of 50,000 LV systems in the
southeast of Brazil considering voltage limits, transformer overload limited by 187.5% of rated capacity,
conductor thermal limits, and voltage unbalance within 3% of Un as limiting factors. The research
conducted in [28] and [88] defined the thermal limits of TF and lines as limiting factors in addition
to voltage variations for HC estimation of a Finnish LV network and urban touristic network in
Cyprus, respectively. Moreover, the authors investigated the HC based on ampacity by considering the
conductor overloads complying to ampacity [14], thermal limit as per current rating [3], loading of TF
or cable section within 150% of rated power [15], 10-min three-phase loading level of the transformer
lower than nominal capacity [98] and thermal violations as per component ampere rating [38].
The overloading constraint complying with the rating of components is defined in [19,95,97,99].
The authors in [96] investigated a real rural network by utilizing actual building roof data for HC
and defined voltage limits as per ±10% Un, line loading within 75% of nominal apparent power,
and transformer loading complying with 100% of nominal apparent power. The investigation of the
Swedish regional distribution network in [1] considered overvoltage and overcurrent as the main
limiting factor complying with ±5% Un and 298 A or 480 A, respectively.

Researchers of [58] considered voltage limits, TF, and cable overloading as the main limiting
factors for HC determination of an urban network in New Orleans with TF loading as 100% of nominal
and cable overload as 105% of nominal line current. The current limits as a limiting factor for HC
assessment in [100] and [101] are found as 350 A and 200 A, respectively. The HC assessment of
an urban LV network in [43] assumed the cable current ampacity limit to be 85% of line rating and
maximum PV HC to be limited to 100% of TF rating along with overvoltage as another limiting factor.
Feeder currents limited by protection device rating has been used as a limiting factor for HC in [59].
Finally, the idea of alteration of limiting factor has been established in [102] that investigated the
manifestation of limiting factors under different network conditions and noticed that the voltage rise as
the limiting factor is replaced by conductor ampacity by changing the substation voltage from 1.05 p.u.
to 1.0 p.u.

4.3. Unbalance

The negative sequence unbalance can be regarded as an independent performance index for HC.
Voltage unbalance, among many others, is the limiting constraint for HC and studies have shown
that this unbalance condition can be mitigated by connecting the PV inverter with the phase having
the least phase voltage [16]. The unbalance limit for negative sequence unbalance for LV networks
in different countries is defined by IES standard as 2% [4]. It is a significant Power Quality issue
in LV networks that increases with unequal loading and it is defined as a limiting factor for HC
assessment in [8,23,30,34,35,39,45,54,71,86,90,103]. The authors in [8,45,54,86] defined the unbalance
limit complying with ANSI Standards as 3% of Un (0.03 p.u.). The voltage unbalance during maximum
load condition exceeds the 0.03 p.u. threshold reaching the 0.05 p.u. value in [86] where the voltage
quality criterion is taken as the prime limiting factor for HC assessment. Moreover, in [54], the locational
sensitivity of HC has been discussed by analyzing distribution feeders with voltage criteria limited by
ANSI. The research conducted in [30,34,71,90] further limited the unbalance value to become 2% of
Un (0.02 p.u.). Voltage unbalance in Australia is permissible as the negative sequence voltage up to a
maximum of 2% Un and a real three-phase four-wire LV network in Australia has been investigated
in [34] complying this limit. The most conservative voltage unbalance limitation is defined in [35,39] as
being limited by 1% of Un (0.01 p.u.) for the HC assessment. The estimated HC is 31.9% considering
voltage magnitude (±3% Un) and voltage unbalance (1% Un) as performance constraints for the
first simulated case in [39]. Moreover, the three-phase optimal power-flow based approach becomes
indispensable to be integrated into the HC calculations due to an unbalanced Low Voltage Distribution
Network (LVDN) in [35] with voltage unbalance limited by 1% Un. Finally, the authors in [23] limited
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the unbalance by 1.3% Un. The voltage unbalance limits of different research studies are listed in
Table 4 and a percentage representation of unbalance limits of different studies is shown in Figure 4
showing the 3% Un and 2% Un as the most widely employed voltage unbalance limits in literature.

The naturally unbalanced system with 1% Voltage Unbalance Factor (VUF) has an increased
unbalance at night peak and voltage unbalance condition is impacted by inverter size and the location
of single-phase PV connections [72]. The authors investigated the voltage imbalance phenomenon on
a radial residential LV urban network comprising of three-phase feeders and noticed the imbalance
increase from 0.36% to 1.84% from beginning to the end of the feeder in [104].

Table 4. Voltage Unbalance limits applied in different studies.

3% Un 2% Un 1.3% Un 1% Un

[8,45,54,86] [30,34,71,90] [23] [35,39]
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4.4. Harmonics

HC can also be impacted by the harmonics especially arising from the PV inverters and non-linearity
of the load that also deteriorate Power Quality (PQ). High switching frequencies of the modern inverters
inject supra-harmonics despite having close to sinusoidal outputs. Therefore, utilities are required to
upkeep the network performance by limiting the individual and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) at
point of common coupling within limits defined by IEEE-519 [24]. The maximum THD is defined as
6.1% and 5% in [25] and [24], respectively, with a higher value of 6.1% still complying to the upper
limit of 8% THD. The effect of load and source nonlinearity has been taken into account for the
analysis of an industrial system for the determination of HC with harmonics as the main limiting
constraint in [105]. The authors of [25] analyzed the HC of a distorted distribution network considering
harmonics as the performance constraint with limit defined as 5% of maximum THD as per IEEE Std.
519–2014. However, the overvoltage remains the major constraint in [25]. Additionally, the authors
of this study stated about the importance of inclusion of harmonic based constraining factor in DG
penetration studies in the planning problems. The research conducted here also referenced other studies
utilizing the harmonic filters that replace the capacitor banks in distorted networks for increasing
DG penetration levels. The harmonic pollution not only increases the system losses but results in
a reduction in energy transfer capability and transmission Power Factor (PF). A rural low voltage
residential distribution network in Mauritius is investigated in [24] for maximum PV penetration
with harmonics as the limiting criteria. The initial THD level without PV DG is found as 1.9% so the
maximum THD margin for this network is 6.1% considering the upper-level threshold of 8% THD.
Besides, this study mentioned about the increase in THD with a penetration level of 30% in research
conducted in New Zealand and an Australian network restricting the PV HC by 9.7% considering
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THD and Individual Voltage Distortion as the main performance constraints. The HC analysis of a
UK network for different impact criteria such as voltage rise, system losses, line and TF overloading,
voltage unbalance, harmonics and reverse power flow is carried out in [23] and the harmonics as the
limiting factor is constrained as 5% THD(voltage).

4.5. Flicker

Fast voltage fluctuations are a result of the frequent changes in production or consumption.
IEC 61000-4-15 defines the long term and short-term flicker severity and voltage flicker is defined by
IEC 61000-4-30; however, flicker severity requires additional modules for proper definition. The flicker
severity is now considered as the secondary performance constraint as discussed in [4] because
incandescent lamps are replaced by other alternatives that were the primary indication of flicker
severity indices. Clouds’ movement can also induce voltage fluctuations resulting in voltage instability
issues in areas with larger PV penetration. This condition might worsen if cloud variations are occurring
at an even faster rate than the operation of voltage regulators employed for voltage stability [20].
The research conducted in this study is focussed on investigating the fast voltage fluctuations due
to the cloud’s transients on an actual substation at constant PF of 90% lagging. The voltage flicker
limit defined as 0.7% voltage sag at 1-min interval is not of significant concern in this study due to
the rare occurrence of only once in a 3-days period but can cause issues at a high sampling rate of
solar irradiance.

Voltage flicker problems resulting from high DG penetration and their mitigation techniques to
combat the adverse effects of excessive DG penetration on the voltage quality are discussed in [26].
The authors discussed the employment of smart loads to regulate and manage the input utility side
voltage instead of the output voltage. Dynamic characteristics of EN-50160 impose strict limits on the
rapid voltage changes to be less than 0.05 p.u. However, a study on an MV network in Queensland,
Australia experienced the rapid voltage fluctuations to be more than 0.05 p.u. in extreme situations
in [106]. HC restrictions due to dynamic changes on cloudy days are more pronounced than static
characteristics in a study on the German distribution grid in [47]. The research in [22] investigated the
impact of rooftop PVs on the distribution system modeled by three distribution feeders considering
voltage rise and flicker as the main limiting constraints. The authors defined the flicker constraint
complying with IEC 61000-4-15 standard as a higher flicker limit of 0.5 that is midway between
the long-term flicker (Plt) standards defined by various distribution utilities (0.25–0.7). Moreover,
the flicker as a Power Quality issue has been discussed in [107] considering IEEE 1453–2015 Standard
limiting the fast voltage fluctuations and flicker limits as long term: Plt(0.8) and short-term flicker (Pst):
Pst(1) that are violated occasionally. The authors in [108] defined two flicker standards as 1 and 0.5
as per EN-50160 and German VDE-AR-N 4105, respectively with the latter being more conservative
criteria. They further discussed the flicker limit violation due to the inclusion of flicker inducing loads
in addition to cloud movements beyond the stricter German standard. The maximum PV penetration
analysis of an urban radial MV network in central Italy [21] defined the limiting factor to be rapid
voltage fluctuations as 6% of the rated value as per the non-binding condition of EN-50160. The voltage
flicker level as per the tolerance level of 3% is defined as a limiting factor in [19] along with voltage
magnitude, transformer, and line loading. This system is investigated under the worst-case scenario
and voltage flicker magnitude is defined as the voltage difference between No load/No PV generation
and No load/Maximum PV generation.

A summary of PV HC Performance Indices and most widely adopted limiting constraint values
for PV hosting capacity evaluation is given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Summary of Performance Indices (PI) limits for PV HC with voltage violations as the most
widely adopted limiting constraint for PV HC calculation.

Article-No. PI Limits Defined

[37,60,81,83,89] PI1 1 EN-50160; PI1 ≤ +10%Un (253 V) (0.9 p.u.–1.1 p.u.)
[76] PI1 BS-EN50160 (−6/+10% Un, 0.94 p.u.–1.1 p.u.)

[84,91] PI1 −6/+10% Un (216 V–253 V)
[85] PI1 CSA, ±6% of Un

[7,9,41,56] PI1 ANSI C84.1
[11,48,67,77,87] PI1 ANSI C84.1; PI1≤ 1.05 p.u. (±5% Un)

[33,61,79] PI1 3% Un, 1.03 p.u.
[28,62,88] PI1, PI2, PI3 EN-50160

[8] PI1, PI3, PI4 PI1 = 0.92 p.u.–1.05 p.u.; PI3 = 187.5% of TF capacity; PI4 = 3%
[12] PI1, PI2 PI1 = 1.05 p.u.; PI2 = 100% of nominal loading
[46] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = EN-50160; PI2, PI3 = 100% of nominal rating
[66] PI1 PI1 = 1.05 p.u. (ANSI C84.1 2011)
[13] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = ± 6% Un; PI2, PI3 = 100% nominal rating
[15] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = 1.03 p.u.; PI2, PI3 = 150% of rated power
[64] PI1, PI2 PI1 = Range A ANSI C84.1; PI2 = 100% of nominal rating
[54] PI1, PI4 PI1 = 1.05 p.u.; PI4 = 0.03 p.u.

[38,97] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = ANSI C84.1; PI2, PI3 = Ampere rating of component
[86] PI1, PI4 PI1 = 1.05 p.u.; PI4 = 0.03 p.u.(ANSI)
[19] PI1, PI2, PI3,PI5 PI1 = (ANSI C84.1); PI5 = Flicker as per tolerance level 3%
[96] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = EN-50160 (±10%Un); PI2 = 75% Sn; PI3 = 100% Sn
[74] PI1, PI2 PI1 = 1.06 p.u.; PI2 = 100% of nominal rating
[30] PI1, PI4 PI1 = ± 10% Un; PI4 = 2% VUF
[44] PI1, PF PI1 = 1.05 p.u.; PF limit < 0.85
[34] PI1, PI4 PI1 = 0.95 p.u–1.06 p.u.; PI4 = VUF < 2%; VUFzero < 5%

[35] PI1, PI4 PI1 = 0. 95 p.u.–1.05 p.u.; PI4 = Negative sequence unbalance
within 0.01 p.u.;

[25] PI1, PI2, PI6, PF PI1 = 0.95 p.u.–1.05 p.u.; PI2 = 100% of nominal rating; PI6 =
5%; PF range 0.95–1.00.

[21] PI1, PI5 PI1 = −4/+10% Un (96–110%); PI5 = 6% of rated value
[24] PI6 6.1% THD margin due to initial 1.9%THD
[90] PI1, PI4 PI1 = EN50160 ±10% Un; PI4 = 2% UVF
[39] PI1, PI4 PI1 = ±3% Un; PI4 = 1% VUF
[22] PI1, PI5 PI1 = ±5% Un ANSI C84.1; PI5 = 0.5 Plt upper limit
[71] PI1, PI4 PI1 = 0.95 p.u.–1.06 p.u.; PI4 = VUF = 2%; VUFzero = 5%

[23] PI1, PI2, PI3, PI4, PI6 PI1 = BS EN-50160 (−15/+10% Un); PI2, PI3 = 100% rated
power; PI4 = 1.3% Un; PI6 = THDv as 5%

[45] PI1, PI4 PI1 = 1.05 p.u.; PI4 = 3%

[55] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = 0.9 p.u.–1.1 p.u. (LV); 0.95 p.u.–1.05 p.u. (MV) as per
NRS048-2, PI2, PI3 = 100% of rating

[43] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = 0.9 p.u.–1.1 p.u.; PI2 = 100% of line rating;
PI3 = 100% of nominal apparent power

[94] PI1 0.89 p.u.–1.1 p.u. (205 V–253 V) (−11/+10% Un)
[18] PI1 0.917 p.u.–1.042 p.u. as per CAN3-C235
[58] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI2 = 105% of nominal rating; PI3 = 100% of nominal rating

[103] PI1, PI2, PI4 PI1, PI4 = EN 50160; PI2 = IEC standards, DSO requirement
[90] PI1, PI4 PI1 = EN50160 ±10% Un; PI4 = 2% UVF

[102] PI1, PI2, PI3 PI1 = 0.95 p.u.–1.05 p.u.; PI2, PI3 = Nominal rating
[109] PI1 ±5% Un (Normal operation), ±10% Un (Contingency)

1: PI1 = Voltage Violations, PI2 = Cable Ampacity, PI3 = Transformer Overloading, PI4 = Voltage Unbalance, PI5 =
Flicker, PI6 = Harmonics.

5. Summary of Estimated Hosting Capacities of Present Networks

The traditional distribution networks can accommodate some PV penetration even though they
are designed for heavy loads with no PV integration. The HC value of the network without any control
strategy is of prime importance in investigating the current capacity and appropriate improvement
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methods without causing any operational bottlenecks. An overvoltage criterion is considered at
minimum load conditions in [66] for HC assessment (w.r.t peak load) and the authors noticed an HC of
38%, 15%, and 105% in the three test circuits. The orientation of the PV panel for HC assessment has
been investigated in [96] and increased radiant exposure can be achieved if the PV panel is west oriented.
Moreover, the study concluded that the south-facing roofs are the best option for the installation of
solar PV panels as they receive at least 80% of yearly radiant exposure. This section presents a summary
of HC values in the present networks without any mitigation means in different network conditions
and different geographical areas. Moreover, HC dependence on network topologies, load modeling,
and different references has been presented considering actual HC values.

5.1. Estimated HC of Urban, Suburban, Rural Networks

The estimated HC values of the rural networks are lower as compared to urban networks
pertaining to the topological and electrical properties of the former [63] and due to the voltage rise
issues at the end of long weak feeders [38]. HC of 239.7% with reference to the peak load of a Finnish
LV balanced urban network for 0% MV change is higher than the HC of 198.1% of balanced rural
network despite the similar geographical location of 61.9241◦ N [28]. The idea of higher HC value
of an urban network as compared to rural is further validated by the HC analysis of three network
conditions: rural, remote (with an attribute of small farms connection), and urban by taking roof-space
as a reference in [81], as shown in Figure 5. The estimated HC values of this research in the urban and
rural networks are reported as 45% and 13% with thermal and voltage violations, respectively with the
load modeling as active and reactive power profiles that are independent of the voltage and frequency.
However, the authors in [28] noticed substantially lower values of HC in the case of unbalanced PV
feed-in. The HC drop is reported by changing the PV feed-in from balanced to unbalanced as 239.7%
to 95.4% for urban network and 198.1% to 128.9% for the rural network with the former network
experiencing a drastic decrease in HC by about 144.3%.
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Figure 5. A comparison of HC values of Urban, Suburban and, Rural networks in two different
geographical areas with different HC refernces: (a) The implementation of a Model Predictive Control
strategy for HC investigation of three Finnish LV test networks by taking peak load as HC reference
at 61.9241◦ N with HC of urban network being most dominating [28]; (b) The investigation of PV
integration approaches for three reference distribution grids by taking roof-space as HC reference at
51.1657◦ N [81].

The Monte Carlo based simulations have been performed on an urban unbalanced radial LV
network in the southeast of Brazil (14.2350◦ S) covering 98 cities [8] with PV allocation as the random
variable and the HC is recorded as 38.2% of the transformer rating. A 50% penetration level (w.r.t
Customer PVs) did not result in any voltage violations and hence defined as HC in the analysis
of a residential network in Belgium (50.5039◦ N) [37]. Similarly, the HC value considering similar
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reference of Customer PVs has been reported as 394 kW in an Urban LV Sri Lankan network (7.8731◦

N) [74]. The authors in this study observed two HC levels with feeder voltage and ampacity as the
limiting factors resulting in 394 kW as the maximum HC value under the line overloading limit and a
conservative value of maximum HC as 164 kW under the feeder voltage limit.

Two urban unbalanced LV networks in Kotte (6.8868◦ N) and Perth (31.9505◦ S) can accommodate
the maximum HC values with respect to transformer rating as 40% and 31.9% in [72] and [39],
respectively. The HC values without any mitigation means of three urban networks in the Northern
hemisphere are found as 32 MWp, 522 kW and 4.8 MW (77%) in [88], [63] and [10], respectively. In [88],
the authors investigated an uncontrolled and controlled PV deployment scenario for an urban network
in Phapos, Cyprus (34.7720◦ N) under two PF settings of unity and 0.95 and observed that performance
indices start violating after 32 MWp. Similarly, [63] discussed the impact of network topology on
HC variation by comparing the urban and rural networks in 54.5260◦ N with urban networks having
higher HC value of 522 kW than 132 kW of rural network in the same geographical area. A fairly
low PV penetration of 15–30% of peak load (33.69 MW) is noticed in an Urban balanced three-phase
network in New Orleans (29.9511◦ N) with distributed PVs [58]. Additionally, the authors in [62]
investigated the maximum HC w.r.t peak load (31.276 MW) of the Middle East sub-grid network in
Hebron city, Palestine under the condition of uniform PV distribution. They estimated the HC of LV
network as 37.53 MW (120%) that is constrained by the real size of MV/LV substation and MV side
HC as 21.89 MW (70%). The allowable PV penetration of an urban Italian MV network (41.8719◦ N)
investigated in [21] is up to 3.07 MW–3.21 MW where the authors modelled the loads as P and Q buses
and assumed a PF of 0.9. They further investigated the impact of improvement method for this HC
value that will be discussed later in the Section 6.4. Moreover, the first HC of an urban LV network
in Zurich (47.3769◦ N) is reported as 43% of total energy consumption (2.95 GWh) and it is found
considering very well-suited rooftops for PV penetration in [43] without encountering any voltage and
thermal violations. However, a higher PV HC of 83% has been recorded by considering all scenarios
of well and very well-suited rooftops but at the expense of high TF overloading of 100% of the rated
power (630 kVA) and permissible cable loading of 85%. The PV penetration limits investigated by
the authors of [95] and [73] are reported for two urban networks as 8.8 MW with respect to load and
35.65% of the transformer rating of 500 kVA, respectively.

Furthermore, the three rural networks in the Northern hemisphere recorded the HC values (w.r.t
peak load) without any control as 1.2 MW–3.2 MW [3], 86% [65], and 132 kW [63]. In [3], a rural
network in Japan (36.2048◦ N) was investigated and the base HC value of 1.2 MW without PF control
was improved to 2.3 MW and 4 MW by controlling voltage using constant PF and distributed control
strategies, respectively. The authors of [24] investigated a rural LV residential distribution network in
Quatre Cocos, Mauritius in the Southern hemisphere (20.2016◦ S) for the analysis of maximum PV
penetration with reference to network load capacity with harmonics as the limiting criteria and reported
40% HC. Moreover, a rural small farm network in Qatar (25.3548◦ N) can accommodate the PVs up
to an HC of 30% of the transformer rating of 300 kVA as discussed in [13]. The HC assessment of an
Australian suburban unbalanced LV network (25.2744◦ S) shows a base HC of 35% of the transformer
rating (200 kVA) in [34] and [71]. The research conducted in [28] reported a high HC value of 233.5% of
the peak load of a suburban balanced Finnish LV network. The even PV penetration of a suburban
network in Switzerland (46.8182◦ N) results in an HC value of 28.57% of energy consumption [80].

5.2. HC Dependence on Network Topology, Load Modelling, Geographical Area and References

The HC dependence on network topology, load modeling, and PV distribution has been proved
in [55], [60], and [94], respectively. The HC of two UK LV networks (55.3781◦ N) is reported differently
as 200% and 30% with respect to Customer PV in [23] and [76], respectively, that might be attributed to
a different network topology that is not explicitly defined in these studies. The approach of different
load modeling has been discussed in [60] corroborating the fact that load modeling and network
topology can significantly alter HC values. The HC values, by considering feeder design load as a
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reference, of a radial South African network (30.5595◦ S) investigated with load modeling as average
and variable loads are noticed as 70% and 45%, respectively, in [60]. Moreover, changing the network
topology from Industrial to Residential in a distributed three-phase network in Cape Town (33.9249◦ S)
results in a drastic change in HC value with respect to maximum load from 31% to 82–150% in [55].
Geographical orientation of roof has been taken into account in [55] and a 26◦ and 30◦ tilt angles are
assumed for residential and industrial areas, respectively. Moreover, a difference in PV distribution
as concentrated and distributed has significantly changed the HC value from 20% to 40% of the load
in an LV Australian network (25.2744◦ S) in [94]. The distribution feeder in Yogyakarta (0.7893◦ S)
with single-phase load has an HC as 16.48% of peak load in [44] and at least 30% of HC of the two
distribution networks in USA (37.0902◦ N) has been reported as >30% and 35% of peak load in [59]
and [7], respectively.

However, it is difficult to generalize HC assessment by conducting a study on a single feeder due
to its dependence on multiple factors. The research conducted in the subsequent references focussed
on the HC dependence on feeder length and voltage class. The authors in [53] discussed that the long
feeders with high impedance have lower HC and a higher value of HC can be achieved by higher
voltage class [54,56], and more loads along the feeder length. The authors of [54] compared the HC
of 7 test feeders with feeder 1 having the lowest voltage class (4 kV) among others of 12 kV voltage
class. Although, the HC value should be higher in case of feeder 1 with lower impedance value but the
lower voltage class of feeder 1 resulted in lower HC value validating the HC dependence on voltage
classes as well. Two distribution networks in California (36.7783◦ N) reported substantially disparate
HC values as 132% and 15.5% of peak load in [14] and [48], respectively. The prime reason for such
drastic change in the HC of two networks despite similar geographical location is attributed to the
feeder lengths. The HC of the shortest feeder (888) turned out to be highest as 132% among the five
distribution feeders due to the short feeder length and lowest impedance value in [14]. Similarly,
authors in [48] attributed the low value of HC, 15.5% of the peak load, to the length of the feeder
despite having a higher voltage class. The base HC (w.r.t Customer PVs) without the employment of
OLTC of a real LV UK network (55.3781◦ N) of 9.2 km total length has been reported as 40% in [31]
as compared to a 30% PV HC [75] in real LV UK network with same geographical location and HC
reference. The HC values of the networks in [46] and [85] have been reported as 43 kVA (46.8182◦

N) and 5.454 MW (52.9399◦ N), respectively, and the authors of [46] investigated a radial network
considering +3% limit of voltage deviations as the base case for HC estimation.

The reference for HC definition is of significant importance in addition to the network topology
and the HC variation depending on reference definition despite having similar network topology and
geographical location is shown in [82] and [39]. Two LV unbalanced networks in Western Sydney
(33.8048◦ S) and Perth (31.9505◦ S) have the estimated HC values of 111% [82] and 31.9% [39] with
respect to active power and transformer rating, respectively, thus validating the importance of HC
reference. Besides, the HC alteration based on limiting factors is of significant importance and it is
confirmed by the analysis of an 11.4 kV MV distribution feeder in Taiwan, China (23.6978◦ N) with
a total load of 4.63 MW considering the overvoltage and voltage deviation as the limiting factors
in [2]. The authors noticed two different HC values as 86% of peak load with overvoltage violation as
the limiting factor and 65% of peak load with voltage deviation as the limiting factor. The voltage
deviation resulted in a conservative HC of 65% in this research. MV feeder in the German Distribution
grid is investigated in [47] for the assessment of the RES penetration level of 88% of annual energy
consumption. The reactive power control of PVs for a single real three-phase unbalanced distribution
feeder with an initial HC as 733 KVA is discussed in [57]. Additionally, the HC definition w.r.t Energy
Consumption should be dealt with care when considering the HC of Northern areas where the PV
production during winters is practically nominal. Therefore, the HC w.r.t Energy Consumption must
be accompanied by HC w.r.t Power to avoid any misinterpretation of HC value.

HC measurement data, besides the above-mentioned attributes, is another important parameter
for an accurate estimation of HC. Only 19 research articles [11,27,41,42,44–46,48,61,64,67,69,80,83,87,90,
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100,110,111] out of total reviewed publications in this article employed typical off-the-shelf data for
HC measurement including the test networks from the IEEE, EPRI and CIGRE. Whereas, almost half
of the articles used the self-measurement data or Distribution System Operators’ (DSOs) provided
data. HC calculations, considering it as a probabilistic approach, based on actual measurement data
would give a better real-life estimation of possible maximum PV penetration. In addition to truthful
load values, measured data allows to include power quality issues caused by the load, and estimate
the headroom that is left for PVs. The primary benefit of employing measured data for HC assessment
is getting the information about the realistic load values and realistic power quality issues caused by
the load (e.g., voltage unbalance caused by asymmetric load and finding out which phase has the
biggest asymmetry). Moreover, finally, the impact of different simulation environment on HC values is
discussed in [9]. The random simulations and intelligent scheme for HC assessment (w.r.t peak load)
of a residential feeder in the USA (37.0902◦ N) with balanced load modeling generates two different
HC values as 81% and 73%, respectively, in [9] with the intelligent scheme as the more conservative.

A summary of PV HC estimates in different areas (latitudes) with the HC reference used and the
estimated HC quantity is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Estimated HC of present networks without adopting any control or mitigation means.

No. Test Network Latitude HC Reference Estimated HC

[95] Urban, Yogyakarta 7.7956◦ S Feeder Load 100% (8.8 MW)
[8] Urban radial LV, Brazil 14.2350◦ S TF rating 38.2%

[37] Residential, Belgium 50.5039◦ N Customer PVs 50%
[81] Urban (Thermal violations) - Roof-space PVs 45%
[43] Urban LV, Zurich 47.3769◦ N Energy Consumption 43% (1.258 GWh)
[73] Urban LV - TF rating (500 KVA) 35.65%
[58] Urban balanced, New Orleans 29.9511◦ N Peak load (33.69 MW) 15–30%
[109] Urban, Manhattan (Best case) 40.7831◦ N Minimum Load 95%
[28] Urban balanced, Finland 61.9241◦ N Peak load 239.7%
[10] Urban Keolu, Hawaii USA 19.8968◦ N Peak Load (6.3 MW) 77% (4.8 MW)
[72] Urban LV unbalanced, Kotte 6.8868◦ N TF rating 40%
[39] Urban LV unbalanced, Perth 31.9505◦ S TF rating (200 KVA) 31.9% (63.81 kW)
[62] Urban, Hebron Palestine 31.5326◦ N Peak Load (31.27 MW) LV 120%, MV 70%
[81] Rural (Voltage violation) - Roof-space PVs 13%
[65] Rural LV, European 54.5260◦ N Peak Load 86%
[28] Rural balanced, Finland 61.9241◦ N Peak load 198%
[13] Rural small farm, Qatar 25.3548◦ N TF rating (300 kVA) 30%
[24] Rural LV, Quatre Cocos 20.2016◦ S Load capacity 40%
[28] Suburban balanced, Finland 61.9241◦ N Peak load 233.5%
[34] Suburban LV, Australia 25.2744◦ S TF rating (200 kVA) 35%
[80] Suburban, Switzerland 46.8182◦ N Energy consumption 28.57%
[30] LV, Denmark 56.2639◦ N Customer PVs 40%
[76] LV, UK 55.3781◦ N Customer PVs 30%
[82] LV unbalanced, Sydney 33.8048◦ S Active power of load 111%
[39] LV unbalanced, Perth 31.9505◦ S TF rating (200 kVA) 31.9%
[44] Distribution feeder 0.7893◦ S Peak Load 16.48% (1349 kW)
[47] German distribution grid 51.1657◦ N Energy consumption 88%
[48] Distribution grid, California 36.7783◦ N Peak load (16.88 MW) 15.5% (2.6 MW)
[14] Distribution network 36.7783◦ N Peak load 132%
[55] Distributed 3 phase Industrial 33.9249◦ S Peak load 31%
[55] Residential, Cape town 33.9249◦ S Peak load 82–150%
[60] Radial, South Africa 30.5595◦ S Feeder’s design load 70%
[7] Real feeder, California 36.7783◦ N Peak load 35%
[2] 11.4 kV MV, Taiwan, China 23.6978◦ N Total load (4.63 MW) 86%

[94] LV, distributed PV 25.2744◦ S Load 40%
[23] UK network 55.3781◦ N Customer PVs 200%
[59] USA distribution feeders 37.0902◦ N Peak load >30%
[9] Residential USA feeder 37.0902◦ N Peak load 81% 1

[9] Residential USA feeder 37.0902◦ N Peak load 73% 2

1: Random simulations; 2: Intelligent scheme.
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6. Hosting Capacity Improvement Methods

The PV penetration affects the grid voltages and load profiles in the off-peak periods such as
summers due to high PV generation and lower demand resulting in reverse power flow which leads to
voltage rise issues [13,93]. The HC improvement has become indispensable due to the unprecedented
PV penetration and literature presents many HC improvement methods ensuring the stability of the
network that is prone to unexpected generation and consumption profiles. The HC can be increased
if the R/X ratio of secondary lines is lower, the substation is strong and the substation bus voltage
is adjusted at a lower level to avoid any further voltage rise [112]. The HC improvement, however,
depends on varying factors such as maturity of applied technology, cost and benefit analysis, the current
grid codes, and line congestion thresholds [1]. Additionally, increased PVHC results in energy/power
loss, and thus the idea of maximization of HC and minimization of energy losses is of conflicting
nature [113].

6.1. Voltage Control

6.1.1. Supply Transformer Tap Changer

The network voltage profiles can be compensated automatically by the inclusion of OLTC as the
most practical means of voltage control methods and this section is focussed on OLTC employment for
HC increase. The solid-state OLTC employing modern devices operating at high frequencies results
in quick response times as compared to conventional OLTC with long response time in the range of
100 ms to seconds [51]. The OLTC efficacy for HC improvement in balanced three-phase connections
as compared to the single-phase connections is proved in [28]. Its employment in balanced PV feed-in
in the rural and intermediate regions with voltage as the main limiting factor improved the HC by
17.5% and 43.5% of peak load for 0% and 5% MV change in this study. OLTC installation on the
MV side of TF for the HC increase is discussed in [15] with the remote measurement strategies for
the estimation of under and overvoltage and thus adjusting the tap settings for voltage regulation.
Similarly, the optimized settings of OLTC along with the coordinated operation of Smart Inverters and
SVCs resulted in HC improvement of the Keolu substation by the double amount from 77–154% of peak
load in [10]. The critical length of feeder has been highlighted in [114] where a voltage band extension
and thus PV HC increase is achieved by OLTC operation and reactive power control. An appropriate
voltage control can limit the further penetration of PV systems and thus leads toward a situation in
which fewer buses experience voltage violations. This idea has been established in the context of a
rural European network comprising of a 250 kVA transformer while analyzing the OLTC potential for
HC improvement in [65]. The coordination of PV inverters and three-phase OLTC for HC (Customer
PVs) increase is discussed in [30] with an increase of 40% to 70% HC of a Danish LV network employed
as a case study. The authors discussed the potential of OLTC to increase the voltage rise threshold
from 3% to 11% in LV grids in this study. The HC in [31] is defined similarly as the above-mentioned
research. It is increased from 40% to 60% and 40% to 100% by OLTC integrated with local and remote
voltage regulation, respectively, in a real LV UK network of 9.2 km total length. The voltage regulation
issues at 100% PV penetration of 46% of customers without OLTC have been decreased to only 18% of
customers with OLTC inclusion. However, in this study, OLTC employment considering economical
aspects is found to only be appropriate at high PV penetration levels of above 70%.

The OLTC for voltage regulation has been proven to be effective in comparison to PV Var absorption
by investigating a real rural MV/LV Brazilian distribution network through a time-series approach
in [79]. The authors highlighted that the PV systems with 0.92 inductive PF and OLTC transformers
can increase the PV HC (Customers PV) by 100% in most LV networks. Moreover, a remote voltage
estimation in conjunction with OLTC resulted in HC increase from 40% to 100% (Customer PV) with a
1-min cycle as compared to a 70% increase with a longer control cycle in [75] for a real UK residential LV
network. Similarly, three control strategies of OLTC for real UK LV network are discussed in [76] and
remote monitoring-based control and time-based control have been found comparable concerning HC
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increase from 30% to 50% of Customer PVs. The coordinated application of OLTC and Smart Inverters
improved HC from 9.3 MW to 24 MW as compared to the 17 MW increase with only Smart Inverter’s
application in an EPRI’s 34.5-kV test circuit in [27]. The OLTC inclusion in terms of economical
constraints and increased network losses is discussed in [29,31,70,114]. The economic aspects of the
proposed method need proper consideration and OLTC is discussed as an expensive voltage regulation
approach in the LV network in [29] but their operation becomes indispensable in case of increased
penetration of PVs. A HC increase of 7.764% with the OLTC tapping of ±10% is highlighted in [29]
from 105.266% to 113.03% of the transformer rating of a rural LV region and the limiting constraint
changed to transformer capacity after the voltage regulation. However, the OLTC inclusion into three
LV networks in the Netherlands: urban, suburban, and rural, is found to be an economical option
as compared to network reinforcement in [70] particularly for long rural and suburban areas where
huge future PV potential is expected. The inclusion of OLTC and Reactive Power Control (RPC) of LV
networks results in the extension of voltage band from 3% to 8.5% but at the expense of increasing the
network losses by almost three times as discussed in [114].

6.1.2. Inverter Q Control: Oversizing

Reactive power control is very efficient in high voltage grids having a high X/R ratio as compared
to low voltage grids. The Active Power Curtailment (APC) for maintaining the network stability under
high PV penetration has been discussed in some studies [32,89] but the authors of [45] prioritized RPC
in terms of voltage compensation as compared to APC. The system works at a unity PF during the
normal operation with the network voltages within acceptable limits. However, the authors in [52]
stated that the network needs to be operated at a non-unity PF for the reactive power support if the
node voltages start to approach limits and active power curtailment is to be avoided. A voltage control
strategy by reactive power regulation has been investigated in [88] but such an approach can alleviate
only the voltage violations resulting in the thermal limits as main operational constraints.

Similarly, the reactive power absorption has been highlighted to effectively decrease the Electrical
Energy Storage System capacity for overvoltage prevention by 30% in [77] by analyzing LV feeders
in Bornholm. The integrated operation of APC and RPC for HC improvement has been employed
in [73,83,115] for HC improvement. The individual gaps of APC and RPC [115] and HC improvement of
a network consisting of single-phase fixed loads [83] are addressed by the coordinated approach of APC
and RPC. Moreover, an additional inverter capacity by inverter oversizing of 17.64% is indispensable
in the research conducted in [83] for extending the inverter’s operation range. Following the suit,
a similar coordinated approach is deployed in [73] for the voltage stability complying to EN-50438 and
an HC increase is observed from 35.65% to 66.7% of distribution transformer kVA rating. PV inverter’s
ability to inject reactive power is affected by the balancing of PV inverter rating with PV active power
that can be handled by oversizing the inverters to retain its ability of reactive power support and
thus maintaining the reactive and active power control of inverters. Similarly, inverter oversizing
by a factor of 41.4% results in 100% reactive power support at 100% active power generation in [40].
The authors validated the research results by analyzing a 33 kV 16 bus UK distribution system and
asserted that a small inverter oversizing at the planning phase is the most promising approach of
reactive power control.

However, the cost incurred in inverter oversizing should be carefully evaluated against the
reduction in transformer loading while adopting the inverter oversizing for increasing HC [110].
The optimum overrating of inverter sizes considering the upgrade cost of PV inverter leads towards
60% oversizing [39]. Nevertheless, the overrating aspect of PV inverters has been discussed in [57]
as the least expensive strategy for PV HC increase and addressing the over-voltage concern. A 120%
inverter overrating relative to the real power of the PV system is assumed in this study. The authors,
here, highlighted that the local VVC of PV inverters with a 20% margin of kVA capacity relative to the
PV system output has increased the HC by 84.4% of peak load.
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PV inverters operating at fixed lagging VARs can alleviate from voltage issues thus increasing
the HC [17,56] but at the expense of increased system losses. The inverter oversizing by 15% can
increase the VAR capacity without substantially increasing the inverter cost as discussed in [17]. As the
locational HC of long, lightly loaded feeders is limited by the overvoltage issues so the researchers
in [38] revealed that the Smart Inverters with VVC along with oversizing the PV inverters by 10% of
PV Direct Current (DC) power rating increase PV HC at some locations by 100%. The authors in [87]
analyzed three scenarios; no PV support or tap control as a base case, inverter PV support and inverter
PV support plus tap control, and noticed an HC increase from 240 kW to 660 kW employing PV reactive
power support plus tap changer. They also discussed the decreased voltage magnitudes with increased
PV injection nodes and thus increasing PV HC. Similarly, a 20% scaling factor is found appropriate
in the context of uniformly oversizing all the inverters relative to their PV panels for the provision
of unity PF in the entire day for reactive power support in [110]. A distributed control approach for
improved HC is analyzed here for an IEEE 13-bus feeder system with PV systems sized with respect
to load connected. The optimal inverter rating dependent on annual energy yield and the analytical
solutions in a grid-connected PV network with a constant tilt angle is discussed in [116]. The study
results reveal that the higher power rating inverter can operate for longer periods as compared to a
lower power rating inverter.

6.2. Battery Energy Storage System

Centralized BESS is an efficient means to increase PV HC in remote areas standalone off-grid
power supply systems. An almost double hosting capacity increase of 19.65% has been noticed from
19.64% to 39.29% by the combined application of BESS and forecasting [117]. This study also mentioned
the effect of a centralized BESS control technique on the increased PV penetration and the forecast
algorithms combined with PV BESS for increasing the PV hosting capacity by 26% in a German
residential network. Similarly, a 60% HC increase (5.5 MW to 8.8 MW) of a distribution network in
northwest Saskatchewan, Canada is achieved by the coordinated operation of three voltage regulators
and BESS [85]. However, the authors argued the BESS to be a cost-competitive option in case of feeders
with weak interconnection with the main grid. A voltage sensitivity analysis based control strategy of
Electrical Energy Storage System management is investigated for a three-phase LV feeder of Danish
island Bornholm in [118] to address overvoltage issues. An HC increase of up to 50% is achieved by the
installation of only 5 kWh battery per customer along with a fixed power limit in this study. However,
the proposed approach and dynamic set points determination in this research resulted in a further HC
increase of up to 75%.

The optimal size and location of BESS are discussed in ([35,36,119]). An optimal BESS allocation
approach in a real LV distribution network in Victoria, Australia increased HC by 281.45 kW of an
unbalanced network along with mitigating phase unbalance in [35]. Optimal sizing and location of
BESS in conjunction with a quadratic control approach of central BESS have been implemented on two
MV feeders in Germany and a comparison between battery size and converter size has been carried
out in [36]. The quadratic control (active and reactive power control) in central BESS increases the
HC by two times (29.5%) through RPC in conjunction with different sizes of battery and converter.
The authors in [119] presented a review on voltage regulation techniques and referenced a study
focussed on the optimal size of BESS and the cost-benefit analysis of the employed BESS used for
voltage regulation in the context of a distribution system by General Electric (GE). Similarly, this study
included the research conducted on optimal allocation and sizing of BESS for the IEEE 8500-Node
test feeder under an optimization approach to reduce the voltage deviations minimizing energy loss
while also considering the BESS lifetime. Similarly, [119] entailed a study on battery charging for
overvoltage mitigation by the application of a BESS approach on an LV distribution feeder in Western
Sydney, Australia.

The potential of customer-owned BESS as a distributed control strategy by fully utilizing the
active power potential of BESS is discussed in [90]. Different charging schemes are utilized in this
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research for improving voltage profiles and mitigating the overvoltage issues without compromising
the objectives of BESS owners by analyzing a European LV modified IEEE test feeder with load PF
set to 0.98. The authors of [120] investigated single wire earth return rural network with the attribute
of long and lightly loaded feeders for the effectiveness of BESS for voltage regulation of network.
They concluded that the high storage units employed in the network lead towards a better voltage
profile and hence a 2.6% and 1.4% improvement in voltage profile has been noticed with 16 and 8
storage units, respectively, as compared to the base case. The authors in [37] highlighted that the
voltage violations after 70% PV penetration results in 34% of PV panels shut down. However, the loss
of this 291 kWh green energy due to PV shut down can be prevented by installing a BESS of 9 kVA at
each house resulting in 16% PVs shut down with an energy loss of the only 121 kWh as compared
to 291 kWh. On the other hand, the potential of BESS is not found as an appropriate solution due to
unreasonably high size of battery of 6.5 MWh for addressing the TF overloading issue in the analysis
of an Urban LV network in [43].

6.3. Demand Response

The network voltage stability can be improved by the implementation of an Optimal Power Flow
problem as discussed in [121] and an improper DR application can increase network losses and voltage
unbalance [122]. DR is dependent on consumers’ preference, yet its combination with APC can reduce
energy loss due to curtailment. The coordinated approach of DR with OLTC with independent phase
tap control has been proved efficient in [34] for voltage management of real three-phase four-wire
suburban LV network in Australia. The proposed approach increased PV HC from 20% (40 kW) to
almost 35% (65 kW) of TF kVA rating and not only improved voltage magnitude and unbalance but
decreased the compensation costs and violations of comfort level in case of demand response.

A Swiss suburban 400 V distribution grid with two 630 kVA transformers with evenly distributed
PV installations is analyzed in [33] for the DR potential to increase HC. The application of DR through
a control approach even with elementary controllability can increase the PV HC as discussed in this
study. However, the DR potential in the beforementioned study required the information regarding PV
and load distribution and even PV penetration along the feeder length. An HC increase from 28.57% to
52.78% of annual energy consumption is achieved with DR that is applied only beyond PV penetration
of 50%. Similarly, an improved HC along with reduced network losses has been observed in [71] by
the utilization of the residential DR in tandem with OLTC in a suburban radial LV Australian network
with a penetration of 35% of the transformer capacity (65 kW). The authors investigated a single-phase
LV distribution feeder with two-way communication supplying 10 loads in [123]. The operations
of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) loads and Electric Water Heater (EWH) are
managed in such a way to achieve voltage regulation without compromising the thermal comfort of
the customers. The authors compared curtailment of PV generation under different schemes of HVAC
loads and EWH and concluded that combined operation of HVAC and EWH results in 91.6% lower
curtailment as compared to the base case with a curtailment of 6.9 kWH. They observed a hosting
capacity increase of 24.5% (96.9 kWh) with respect to the base case of 77.8 kWH with no HVAC and
EWH control.

6.4. Dynamic Network Configuration and Dynamic Loading of Components

The Network Reconfiguration (NR) involves the rearrangement of photovoltaic power and load
between phases for a better voltage profile. The optimal configuration of the network by adding two
new distribution lines equipped with tie switches is investigated for a 15-bus radial distribution circuit
and IEEE 123 bus feeder with an initial HC of 2.92 MW and 8.6 MW, respectively, in [99]. The mean
voltage of the feeder is lowered in the newly configured topologies by NR thus increasing HC by
43% and 53%, respectively, in both cases. Static and dynamic network reconfiguration for increasing
DG HC of a 34 bus 12.66 kV distribution network is discussed in [124]. The authors discussed that
dynamic reconfiguration adaptation with varying operating conditions has more potential to increase
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HC as compared to static case but at the expense of wear and tear caused due to remote switching
actions. Similarly, [100] highlighted the impact of NR for the increase in HC. The authors of this study
formulated a multi-period NR problem consisting of 4 stages and investigated a three-phase unbalanced
IEEE 123-bus system for determining the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The appropriate
opening and closing operations of sectionalizing and tie switches can alter the network topology and
thus increase the hourly HC after NR for accommodating more RES for 24 h period. The NR of an urban
high voltage distribution network in China resulted in at least a 30% increase in PV accommodating
ability after reconstruction [42]. This topology reconfiguration increased PV integration capability
by 78% and relieving the network congestion by transferring the loads to the lighter loaded parts
of the system. The system reconfiguration of [42] further resulted in a lower security risk of feeder
overloading by 5.32%. Feeder reconfiguration can be regarded as an optimization problem to control
the distances and primary impedances of PV locations after network reconfiguration along with
reduced energy losses and improved voltage profile [53].

Similarly, the dynamic configuration of network changes over time to increase the HC of an
urban radial MV distribution network in central Italy [21]. The economic impact of NR to improve the
network ability to accept more distributed energy resources is more pronounced than the HC increase
with only a 0–20% increase in HC as compared to the base case. Moreover, the energy curtailment of
less than 5% of the yearly energy production with a temporary small loss in production for the users is a
viable option if PV production surpasses the HC threshold by only a small amount as discussed in [21].
The NR can increase HC with an added advantage of the reduction in network losses and balancing the
loading of the transformer as discussed in [101]. The authors in this study investigated an IEEE 123-bus
test network for increasing the available delivery capability by selecting optimal topologies of network
and NR for accommodating more renewable energy. Besides, the authors referenced a study conducted
on NR by feeder reconfiguration coordinated with voltage control and another work done on the
reconfiguration approach for decreasing the system losses of balanced and unbalanced networks.

Dynamic loading of components relieves the voltage stability issues and a Swedish regional
distribution network in [1] is analyzed for the dynamic performance of a system and its real-time
monitoring. The dynamic line modeling is proved beneficial in this study as compared to the
power curtailment to increase the HC by extending the current limits otherwise restricted by static
line limits. An extended IEEE 24-bus test system and weather statistics from Birmingham, UK are
utilized for analyzing the dynamic thermal limits of transmission lines for estimating their maximum
capability [111]. The dynamic thermal limit of transmission lines resulted in a 40% increase in
transmission capacity as compared to static thermal limits along with reduced line overloading risk.
The APC to avoid transformer loading in [43] results in a yearly 21.5% of PV energy loss that can
be addressed by utilization of transformer temperature-dependent curtailment strategy for reducing
the yearly energy loss due to APC. There has been a reduction of 1.7% energy loss from 21.5% to
19.8% without causing overheating of TF but even then, fairly long periods of energy curtailment have
been observed.

APC as an important aspect for HC increase is discussed by authors of [1,32,52,81,89]. A curtailment
up to PV HC of 30% and 50% is more profitable as compared to RPC and Storage as discussed in [81].
However, the curtailment alone results in energy losses that can be avoided by the storage in conjunction
with small curtailment and reactive power support as an economical solution. Similarly, a Fair Optimal
Inverter Dispatch method has been verified for the even curtailment across the tested LV residential
network of 12 houses resulting in 13% higher PV HC in [32]. A small PV power curtailment enabled
double PV penetration into the LV network with HC value of 88% (142 kWp) of transformer rating by
opting for a probabilistic approach in [89]. However, despite the advantages, the power curtailment
must be carefully investigated in terms of economic cost and benefit analysis [1].
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6.5. Power Quality Compensation (Harmonics, Unbalance, Flicker)

Power quality issues may arise due to the proliferation of rooftop photovoltaics resulting in
technical challenges. The HC can be improved by power quality compensation such as adjusting
harmonics, unbalance, and flicker. The analysis in [125] proved that HC can be improved by 12% by
decreasing harmonic voltage. The authors discussed that the change of PF at the point of common
coupling from 0.8 inductive to 0.8 capacitive can increase PV HC by almost 7 times as compared to
the case with inverter producing reactive power. Moreover, the HC limited by harmonic constraints
of voltage and current distortions arising from the non-linearity of the loads is investigated and the
violations are mitigated by C-type passive harmonic filter method to increase the HC as 55.34% [26].
The authors in [25] discussed an optimal filter design of C-type passive filter for HC increase by 100%
for all test conditions of a distorted distribution network with harmonics as one of the limiting factors.
Although, harmonic filter inclusion in harmonics constrained systems is found as a mean to increase
DG penetration in [26] and [25] but [126] concludes that the inclusion of the filter for reducing harmonic
contamination may result in increased harmonic resonance.

BESS can be employed by connecting BESS at the same point as PV for HC improvement in
case of higher unbalance conditions in rural regions due to an unbalanced PV feed-in system [16].
Similarly, Power Quality issues such as unbalance and voltage fluctuations can be addressed by the
optimization strategy of PV inverter control proposed in [39]. The employed strategy is investigated
for a three-phase four-wire unbalanced LV network in Perth Solar city proliferated with excessive
residential PVs. A power balancing control algorithm employing the concept of community energy
storage is implemented on a typical Australian 0.4 KV LV feeder for mitigation of neutral to ground
voltages due to unbalanced PV connections in LV distribution networks in [84]. The proposed
strategy stored the surplus energy at peak generation and released back during the evening peak
load along with restraining the voltages as −6/+10% of nominal voltage as per Australian standards.
Equal distribution of single-phase loads among all three phases and network reconfiguration are
listed as potential solutions for imbalance minimization in [104]. The authors investigated the voltage
imbalance phenomenon on a radial residential LV urban network comprising of three-phase feeders
with network load distributed unevenly among the three phases in this study. The coordinated
operation of increased feeder cross-section and 15 kVar capacitor installation reduces the imbalance
significantly at feeder end (from 1.84% to 1.18%) and beginning (from 0.36% to 0.28%). Besides, a
coordinated voltage regulation method employing the APC approach is used in [127] for mitigating the
voltage asymmetries and improving overall voltage profile thus resulting in increased PV penetration.
The test results of this study are validated by using a heavily unbalanced radial network and thus the
proposed strategy is found very effective in managing overvoltage issues in single phase load systems.
The authors of [128] noticed a reduction in network losses and VUF thus keeping it less than 0.8% by
placing the energy storage system on the same phase as the load and PV.

The DR and control of smart loads for the voltage regulation and mitigation of flicker are discussed
in [26]. A 40 kVA Static Compensator dynamically adjusting the rapid voltage changes by reactive
power injection/absorption is employed in [47] to reduce the fluctuations from 8% to less than 5% thus
improving PQ. Similarly, the Power Quality of a single-phase grid is improved in [129] through a control
algorithm based on Amplitude Adaptive Notch Filter. The proposed strategy employs voltage source
converters to improve the Power Quality, coupling inductor to decrease harmonics in grid current
and RC filter for reducing higher-order harmonics. The inverter’s local voltage control mechanism is
discussed in [130] that reacts instantly to minimize the fast voltage fluctuations and hence flicker in the
analysis of a 33-bus MV distribution system. The control strategy defined in this study resulted in
the maximum long-term flicker index value (0.1938) to be 57% less than the base case value (0.4466)
without any control. The flicker control although results in mitigating the fast voltage fluctuations
but at the expense of increased losses due to required reactive power support and large deviations of
the voltages displaced from the mean value. An Active/Reactive power control approach has been
proposed in [108] utilizing the reactive power support in conjunction with momentarily curtailing
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active power under high irradiance scenario. The proposed approach resulted in the improvement of
long-term flicker index by the analysis of Finnish LV networks due to cloud changes as per instructions
defined in IEC Standard 61000-4-15. Similarly, a three-fold control strategy utilizes the functionalities
of control devices and the optimizations of PV inverter’s smart features for the mitigation of voltage
deviations and flicker in [131].

A summary of PV HC improvement means with the estimated percentage increase in HC in
different cases is given in Table 7.

Table 7. Summary of HC improvement methods depicting the percentage increase in HC.

No. HC Increase Method Reference Initial HC Final HC

[75] OLTC (1-min control cycle) Customer PV 40% 100%

[76] OLTC (Setting of ±8%) Customer PV 30% 50%

[28] OLTC (Balanced feed-in case
of rural and urban) Peak load HC increase by 17.5% and 43.5% for 0%

and 5% MV change

[29] OLTC (Rural LV region and
OLTC tapping of ±10%) TF rating 105.266% 113.03%

[30] OLTC + Reactive Power
Support Customer PV 40% 70%

[45] Tap changing transformers +
Capacitors settings Peak load 38% 64.4%

[27] LTC + Smart Inverters (0.995
and 0.98 lagging PF) Peak load 158% PV HC increase

[114] OLTC (Voltage Band (VB)
extension) - VB extension from 3–8.5%

[10] OLTC setting+ 61 SVCs + 514
Smart Inverters Peak load 77% 154%

[31] OLTC (±8%) + 235 V (1.02 p.u.
fixed voltage target) Customer PV 40% 60%

[31] OLTC (−4/+12%) + 240 V (1.04
p.u. fixed voltage target) Customer PV 40% 100%

[79] OLTC (−12/+8%) + Local
Control Approach Customer PV 100% PV HC increase

[87] Tap changer + Reactive Power
Support - 175% PV HC increase

[73] RPC +APC (Urban
distribution network) TF rating 35.65% 66.7%

[44] Lagging PF settings of PV
inverters Peak load 95.9% PV HC increase

[45] Smart Inverter (Volt-VAR
Control) Peak load 116.4% 213.2%

[85] BESS + Voltage regulators TF rating 62% PV HC increase

[36] Quadratic operation of BESS +
Optimal converter sizing Annual Energy 14.33% 29.5%

Consumption

[34] DR + OLTC (Independent
phase tap control) TF rating 20%(40 kW) 35%(65 kW)
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Table 7. Cont.

No. HC Increase Method Reference Initial HC Final HC

[33] Demand Response Energy 28.57% 52.78%

Consumption

[42] Network Reconfiguration
(NR) of HVDN - 30–78% increase in PV HC

[21] NR (Load modeling as P and
Q buses + 0.9 PF lagging) - 0–20% increase in HC

[89] APC + Inverter P(U) control
(Probabilistic approach) TF rating 142 kWp (88% of TF rating)

[83] APC (Single-phase load) Energy 59.72% of total generation

[48] Static Compensator Peak load 15% 100%

7. Discussion

HC is the prime factor of integrating large amounts of RES, especially PVs, into the distribution
networks thus leading towards a reduction in Carbon footprint. HC definitions based on differing
references particularly peak load, transformer rating and customers equipped with PV permit entirely
different HC values. Peak load is the most commonly used HC reference as shown in Figure 1.
However, both the peak load and transformer rating lack validity for HC definition in case of frequent
load variations. Therefore, an accurate definition of HC has become indispensable for network
planning and therefore it should be carefully investigated in terms of references, network topology,
loading conditions, PV deployment scenario, and location. An appropriate selection of performance
indices, as an additional attribute, for HC assessment dictates different HC values pertaining to the fact
that it is not a unique value. The most pronounced limiting factor restraining the network HC is found
to be voltage violations, followed by ampacity and voltage unbalance. However, the limiting factors
alter depending on location and network topology; the weak rural networks with the attribute of long
spans and lightly loaded feeder ends have lower HC with overvoltage as the main limiting factor as
compared to urban network with cable ampacity as the primary HC constraint. Moreover, the limit
value is critical considering the overvoltage criterion as the main constraint especially at minimum load
conditions with already higher system voltages that are exacerbated by the increased PV penetration.
The ubiquitously employed voltage rise standards are imperative in dictating the HC in the order
of least conservative to most conservative as European EN-50160 (±10% Un), Australian Standard
(−6/+10% Un), Canadian Standard CSA(±6% Un), American ANSI C84.1(±5% Un) and German
Standard VDE-AR-N 4105 (+3% Un). The traditional distribution networks permit a certain amount of
PV penetration even if not designed for RES integration and the HC of balanced feed-in power case is
higher than the unbalanced case with negative sequence unbalance as the main limiting constraint.

Different network conditions generate varying HC values despite similar geographical location,
and thus HC assessment should not be generalized and a case by case validation is vital for accurate
HC calculation. HC assessment should be dealt with probabilistic approach instead of deterministic,
considering the uncertainty in location, PV deployment, and network topology. This attribute can
be further expanded in terms of the different load modeling in the form of conventional load models
from DSOs, IEEE benchmark systems, and load modeling based on actual measurement data. The HC
estimation based on actual measurements provides a better real-life approximation of maximum PV
penetration. Besides, HC dependency on location and PV deployment is discussed explicitly in this
review by noticing a larger HC value of distributed PV with a large number of nodes as compared to
concentrated PV injection.

The network stability and Power Quality should be prioritized due to the unprecedented PV
penetration into the traditional distribution networks. The establishment of a resilient distribution
network utilizing novel HC improvement methods without compromising system stability is
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indispensable to cope with the future RES penetrations while ensuring the reliability and security of the
power supply. Voltage regulators, capacitors, and offload tap changers are traditional approaches for
mitigating voltage issues and suited for one-way power flow. However, the introduction of the Smart
Grid and the prosumer concept require modern methods corroborating the bi-directional power flow.

The widely employed voltage control methods for improving HC are discussed in detail along
with reactive power control methods particularly focussed on the inverter oversizing. The OLTC
employment in rural networks with overvoltage as the main performance constraint has been discussed
and the coordinated control approaches of OLTC with other mitigation strategies have been included
due to inadequacy of OLTC as a standalone voltage control method. Inverter oversizing for VAR
injection is another improvement method and a small oversizing at the planning stage can be proved
beneficial in the context of reactive power support. However, the cost analysis of the inverter oversizing
is essential and the expenses incurred in oversizing must be compared with the potential advantages of
adopting the technique. Moreover, the APC as a means to increase HC should be carefully analyzed in
the economic context for the PV owner. The increased PV installations without increasing the network
capability for accommodating more PVs results in unnecessary shut down of PV panels and energy
losses. The BESS for controlling active power and decreasing the reverse power to improve hosting
capacity is also discussed in the context of reducing the energy losses due to APC. Nevertheless, the
initial investment cost of BESS is of prime concern and, therefore, an optimization strategy for the
optimal size and placement of BESS with cost efficiency is indispensable.

Technical challenges arising from the proliferation of Rooftop PVs result in Power Quality issues
and voltage unbalance amongst them is caused by asymmetry in load currents or untransposed feeder
impedance. The power quality issues can be addressed by BESS, passive harmonic filters, inverter Q
control, increasing the feeder cross-section, and the last method reduces the voltage drop to decrease
the voltage difference among three phases. In addition to this, APC can be applied in conjunction with
other reactive power control strategies for Power Quality compensation. It is worth mentioning here
that the voltage control strategies for HC improvement are focussed on only voltage regulation without
addressing the ampacity limits that become the main performance criteria even after the voltage
regulation. Similarly, extending the line overloading limits can lead to both the voltage violations and
line congestion and such contingencies must be taken into account at the planning stage. Real-time
monitoring of the system considering the dynamic performance of the system and extending the
current limits of the components that are otherwise restricted by static line limits increases the HC.
Dynamic thermal limits based on real-time weather states can boost the current carrying capacity of
transmission lines thus increasing the penetration limits along with increasing the security of supply,
minimizing loading severity, and reduction in the risk level. However, the cost-benefit analysis of
the HC improvement methods must be carefully investigated before implementation. Moreover,
HC quantification techniques need standardization procedures for consistent values that are otherwise
calculated based on varying standards, limits, and network topologies.
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Abbreviations

PV Photovoltaic
HC Hosting Capacity
DNOs Distribution Network Operators
RES Renewable Energy Sources
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LV Low Voltage
MV Medium Voltage
PQ Power Quality
DG Distributed Generation
DR Demand Response
BESS Battery Energy Storage System
TF Transformer
APC Active Power Curtailment
SVCs Secondary VAr Controllers
VVC Volt-VAR Control
VWC Volt-Watt Control
LVDN Low Voltage Distribution Network
VUF Voltage Unbalance Factor
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
PF Power Factor
Plt Long-term Flicker
Pst Short-term Flicker
PI Performance Index
DSOs Distribution System Operators
RPC Reactive Power Control
R Resistance
X Reactance
DC Direct Current
GE General Electric
HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
EWH Electric Water Heater
NR Network Reconfiguration
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